The standard approach to ab initio simulations of activated chemical processes is based on the harmonic-oscillator/rigid-rotor approximation to transition state theory. However, there is increasing evidence that these approximations fail for reactions involving loosely bound reactant and/or transitions states where entropy makes a significant contribution to the free-energy reaction barrier. Examples are provided by the conversion (proton exchange, dehydrogenation, monomolecular cracking) of short alkanes over acidic zeolites. For proton exchange and monomolecular cracking the reaction path may be described reasonably well by simple vectorial reaction coordinates and the free energy of activation may be derived by free-energy integration schemes such as the Blue-Moon ensemble technique in combination with constrained ab initio molecular dynamics simulations. For alkane dehydrogenation, however, several reaction scenarios are in competition and techniques such as transition-path sampling must be used to determine the dominant reaction mechanism. In our paper we describe the fundamental aspects of these techniques and discuss their application to compute free-energy barriers for proton exchange between isobutane and acidic chabazite and for monomolecular cracking of propane. Dehydrogenation of propane has been studied using transition-path sampling. In this case the static approach based on harmonic transition state theory not only fails in producing accurate reaction barriers but even leads to incorrect predictions of reaction intermediates and products.
Introduction
Dynamical effects in chemical kinetics are usually treated as a correction to reaction barriers derived from static ab initio transition state searches. There are, however, important examples where the popular harmonic/rigid-rotor approximation to transition state theory fails in describing the reaction kinetics. Even worse, simulations based on the static approach can sometimes lead to completely incorrect prediction of the reaction mechanisms. In this study, we focus on one class of reactions in which entropy plays an important role, namely catalytic transformations of short alkanes over hydrogen exchanged zeolites. These reactions, in particular proton exchange, monomolecular cracking, and dehydrogenation, have been frequently studied both experimentally [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and theoretically [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] in order to elucidate mechanisms of activation of C-H and C-C bonds of hydrocarbons in zeolites. In the first reaction step of each of these reactions, a weakly bound adsorption complex between an alkane and a Brønsted site is created. During the reaction the mobility of the reaction varies according to the strength of their interaction with the zeolite, leading to a substantial entropy/thermal contribution to the freeenergy reaction barrier. Entropy can even stabilize some otherwise unstable reaction intermediates, opening unexpected alternative reaction channels competing with the mechanism deduced from a static transition state search. In these cases the description of the reaction dynamics requires an exploration of the free-energy surface and not just of the potential-energy surface in configuration space. Unfortunately, the computational techniques which allow one to study these dynamical effects on reaction mechanisms such as the Blue-Moon ensemble technique [15] [16] [17] [18] , metadynamics [19] , transition-path sampling [20] and others are extremely demanding in terms of computational power when based on ab initio density-functional calculations of energies and forces. On the other hand, the accuracy provided by densityfunctional theory (DFT) is a prerequisite for achieving accurate reaction barriers. Hence, until recently, the application of these techniques was limited to rather small and oversimplified systems. This is probably the reason why the important role of entropy in hydrocarbon conversion reactions has not been fully recognized in the many theoretical studies dealing with the topic.
In the present study we summarize our systematic efforts to elucidate the role of entropy in hydrocarbon conversion reactions [21] [22] [23] . Our paper is organized as follows: the computational techniques (ab initio DFT calculations and molecular dynamics, free-energy integrations in the BlueMoon ensemble, transition-path sampling) are introduced in section 2, the difficulties with a static approach common to all reactions investigated in this study are discussed in section 3, the results for proton exchange, monomolecular cracking and dehydrogenation of alkanes are presented in sections 4, 5, and 6, respectively, and finally, section 7 summarizes the most important results.
Methodology

Density-functional calculations and structural optimizations
Periodic ab initio DFT calculations have been performed using the VASP code [24] [25] [26] [27] . The Kohn-Sham equations have been solved variationally in a plane-wave basis set using the projector-augmented-wave (PAW) method of Blöchl [28] , as adapted by Kresse and Joubert [29] . The exchangecorrelation energy was described by the PW91 generalized gradient approximation (GGA) functional [30, 31] . Brillouinzone sampling was restricted to the -point. The planewave cutoff was set to 300 eV. Potential-energy minima were identified using conjugate gradient methods [32] . In order to identify transition states (first-order saddle points on the potential-energy surface), the improved dimer method has been used [33, 34] . Geometry optimizations were performed until all forces acting on atoms were smaller than 0.04 eVÅ −1 . The intrinsic reaction coordinates were identified using the damped velocity Verlet algorithm [35] .
Ab initio molecular dynamics simulations
Born-Oppenheimer ab initio molecular dynamics simulations were carried out in the canonical N V T ensemble, the temperature was controlled by a Nosé-Hoover thermostat [36, 37] . The equations of motion were integrated with a time step of 1 fs. The electrons were relaxed to their ground state after each ionic move. In all simulations, the mass of the hydrogen atom was that of a tritium isotope.
Free-energy reaction barriers and thermodynamic integration
Free-energy transition states and reaction barriers have been determined using the Blue-Moon ensemble technique with vectorial constraints [15] [16] [17] [18] . In this approach the reaction path is described via set of vectorial internal coordinates ξ = {ξ k ; k = 1, . . . , r }. The free-energy transition state is located by following the free-energy gradients and using rational function optimization [38] , starting from the potentialenergy transition state configuration. The free-energy gradient for a series of intermediate states is computed from constrained ab initio molecular dynamics using
where Z is a mass metric tensor:
and λ is a Lagrange multiplier associated with the reaction coordinate used in the SHAKE algorithm [39] to constrain the system to remain on the reaction path during the MD simulation.
The free-energy gradients were evaluated from trajectories of 12 ps, where the first 2 ps were used for equilibration. The free-energy reaction barrier was calculated by integrating the free-energy gradients along an arbitrary path connecting the initial (1) and transition (2) states,
Transition-path sampling
The procedure sketched above can be applied if the reaction is unequivocally described by the chosen reaction coordinates and if the potential-energy transition state is not too different from the free-energy transition state. If this is not the case or if the reaction can proceed along different competing reaction channels, a wider range of the free-energy surface with possibly more than one saddle point must be explored. Transition-path sampling (TPS) [20] is based on a random walk in the space of reactive trajectories. A reactive trajectory is a sequence of states (described by the reaction coordinates and the conjugate momenta) generated by molecular dynamics simulations, connecting reactants (A) and products (B). States A and B are distinguished on the basis of suitable geometry parameters (φ) that change significantly during the reaction. Examples of reactive and non-reactive trajectories are shown in figure 1 . In analogy to Monte Carlo simulations, a random walk in reactive trajectory space is realized via trial moves, called 'shooting' and 'shifting'. The number of states τ along each trajectory is fixed in TPS. In a 'shooting' move (see figure 2 ), a state i on the last trajectory is selected randomly and the corresponding momenta are modified by adding a small Boltzmann-distributed noise. The equations of motion are integrated forward (τ − i steps) and backward (i − 1 steps) in time. A new trajectory generated by the shooting move is accepted and used for generating further trajectories if it still connects A with B, otherwise it is rejected. In a 'shifting' move, a state i from a region typical for A (or B) is chosen, all states before (after) i on the trajectory are discarded and the same number of states is added at the other end of trajectory by continued integration of the equations of motion (see figure 3) .
The initial reactive trajectories for simulations described in this study were obtained by forward and backward integration of the equations of motion starting from the potential-energy saddle point (transition state) with randomly generated Boltzmann-distributed momenta.
The transition-path sampling method is considered extremely demanding in terms of its computational needs and hence it has been used mainly in the context of force-field calculations. The computational power available today makes it possible to perform TPS simulations at the ab initio level for medium sized systems including a few tens of atoms. In the study presented in section 6, for instance, the computational time needed to perform 1865 TPS steps corresponded roughly to the time required to perform a standard molecular dynamics simulation of total length of ∼1 ns. Our simulations were performed on a PC cluster with eight nodes (Intel Quad Core) and the total computational time was roughly four months.
Structural model of acidic chabazite
Chabazite with one Brønsted acid site (i.e. OH group next to Al atom) per simulation cell was used as a model system representing an acidic zeolite. The lattice parameters have been derived from the experimental geometry determined for a highly siliceous form (SSZ-13) of chabazite [40] (R3m, a = 9.291Å, α = 93.92
• ). In order to avoid undesired interactions between the repeated images of the reactive domain containing the acid site and the hydrocarbon molecule generated by the periodic boundary conditions, the simulation cell has been doubled such as to generate a monoclinic cell with the lattice parameters a = 12.682Å, b = 13.581Å, c = 9.291Å, α = 90.00
• , β = 95.74
• , and γ = 90.00
• . This periodically repeated cell contains 24 tetrahedral units: one AlO 4 and 23 SiO 4 tetrahedra.
Some problems with static transition state searches and harmonic transition state theory
Potential-energy minima in configuration space determine the configurations with the highest statistical weights within a given basin of attraction. In the same way, first-order saddle points are configurations with the highest statistical weights on the separatrix-the boundary separating two attractors. In the static approach, configurations corresponding to stationary states on the potential-energy surface are used as representations of reactants, products, intermediates and transition states. In other words, one single configuration is used to represent many different possible realizations of a given state. Here we will discuss some of the aspects which make a description of hydrocarbon conversion reactions in terms of single reactant and transition states problematic.
After diffusing into the internal cavities of acidic zeolites, short alkanes form weakly bound adsorption complexes with Brønsted acid sites located at the inner surfaces. Although the heat of adsorption of alkanes is relatively large (about −∼40 kJ mol −1 for propane, increasing approximately linearly by an increment of ∼8-14 kJ mol −1 [41] [42] [43] for each for additional −CH 2 -group), the specific interaction energy between the alkane and the Brønsted acid site is only ∼10 kJ mol −1 [41] . A substantial part of the adsorption energy is due to non-specific van der Waals interactions between the alkane and the zeolitic framework. Potentialenergy minima for short alkanes adsorbed in acidic zeolite are physisorbed complexes in which the shortest distance between acidic proton and the nearest carbon atom is ∼2.4-2.7Å [21] . The probability to form such adsorption complexes is related to the free energy of adsorption ( A), determined by the changes of the internal energy ( U ) and of the entropy ( S) of adsorption. Potential-energy minima are the states with the strongest interaction between adsorbate and zeolite, the strength of the interaction limiting the mobility of the adsorbate. If the molecule moves slightly out of the potentialenergy minimum, its mobility is less restricted and it acquires extra degrees of freedom-the excitation of hindered rotations and translations leads to an increase of the entropy. Hence the minimum in the free energy, A = U − T · S, is not necessarily coincident with the potential-energy minimum. As the specific interaction energy between a Brønsted site and an alkane is comparable to the thermal energy RT at typical reaction temperatures (300-800 K), potential-energy minima might not be a proper representation of a reactant state. In addition, because of a compensation between the loss in internal energy and a gain in entropy, free-energy minima tend to be shallow-this suggests that reactants should better be described by a distribution of physisorbed configurations with similar free energies. Figure 4 shows the time evolution of the interatomic distances between the acidic proton and all carbon atoms in isobutane (three C atoms are in methyl and one in a methine group), computed using ab initio molecular dynamics at T = 300 K. Evidently, adsorption complexes such as those predicted by potential-energy minimization are not stable even at room temperature. Instead, different adsorption complexes are created and destroyed at rather short time-intervals as isobutane rotates and moves in the chabazite cavity. In fact, isobutane spends only ∼50% of time in configurations with at least one carbon-proton distance shorter than 2.7Å. As is obvious from figure 4, the probability to create an adsorption complex via the methine (CH) group is significantly lower than for adsorption via one of the methyl (CH 3 ) groups, even though the potential energies are almost the same for both types of adsorption complexes. Similarly, the probability that a propane molecule forms an adsorption complex is only ∼34% at T = 300 K and decreases to only ∼20% at T = 800 K. Both the potential-energy and the free-energy surfaces for a reactant state-a physisorbed alkane-are very complex and contain many shallow local minima differing in 'soft' degrees of freedom such as hindered rotations and translations of alkane in zeolite. A similar statement applies to the energy surface in the neighbourhood of the transition state. In static potentialenergy minimizations combined with harmonic transition state theory, a reactant configuration corresponding to one of these nearly degenerate minima must be chosen. This choice might also bias to some degree the subsequent search for a transition state.
We demonstrate this problem with the example of the monomolecular cracking of propane which is discussed in detail in section 5. Ten different configurations have been selected from constrained molecular dynamics simulations at the transition state and relaxed to a stationary state on the potential-energy surface as described in section 2.1. Next, the reactant configurations linked to the given transition states via the intrinsic reaction coordinate have been determined. The activation energies computed as energy differences between the transition state and reactant vary between 199 and 222 kJ mol −1 , i.e. the difference between the highest and lowest estimate for the reaction barrier is >20 kJ mol −1 . These results indicate that reliable predictions of reaction barriers and reaction rates must be based on weighted averages over reactant and transition state configurations.
Proton exchange
In the simplest mechanism for proton exchange between an alkane and a Brønsted acid site-direct exchange-a pentavalent carbonium cation is created as a transition state, see figure 5 (a). It has been proven experimentally that various functional groups of an alkane can show different activity in this reaction. For instance, methyl (CH 3 ) groups of propane exchange a proton three times faster than methylene (CH 2 ) groups [2, 4] . An even stronger regioselectivity has been observed for isobutane-only methyl groups exchange a proton with the acid site, while the methine (CH) group is inactive in this reaction [3, 5] . In this section we attempt to explain the phenomenon of regioselectivity in isobutane.
A static search for a potential-energy transition state predicts a rather small difference in the reaction barriers for methyl ( E ‡ = 127 kJ mol −1 ) and methine groups ( E ‡ = 139 kJ mol −1 ). The difference in the free-energy barriers computed using harmonic transition state theory at the temperature of 300 K at which the experiments have been performed is even smaller, the values of A ‡ are 138 and 146 kJ mol −1 for methyl, and methine groups, respectively. Other theoretical studies also predict rather small differences in the activation energies ranging between 2 and 17 kJ mol −1 [11, 14] . All these results indicate a lower activity of the methine group for proton exchange, but certainly do not explain its complete inactivity observed experimentally. In order to understand the regioselectivity between methyl and methine groups in isobutane, the dynamical behaviour of the system must be considered. The thermodynamic integration technique with vectorial constraints described in section 2.3 has been used to compute free-energy barriers. Constrained N V T molecular dynamics simulations at T = 300 K have been performed for several intermediate states on the reaction path. For each state the total simulation time was 12 ps, the initial period of length of 2 ps was considered as equilibration and the corresponding configurations were not included in the calculation of thermodynamic averages. The vectorial reaction coordinate ξ = {r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 } consists of the four interatomic distances shown in figure 6 (distance between the carbon atom in a methyl or methine group, distance between the H atom to be transferred to a framework oxygen and the C atom in the active group, distance between acidic proton and the framework oxygen, and distance between the H atom in the active group and a framework oxygen).
The computed free-energy profiles are shown in figure 7 (top). Evidently, the free-energy barriers are significantly higher than those predicted by harmonic transition state theory and the difference between the two functional groups strongly increased:
A ‡ is 155 and 210 kJ mol −1 for methyl and methine groups, respectively. To analyse the origin of this large entropy effect, we decompose the free-energy barrier into the contributions from internal energy and entropy. The entropy difference between two states i and j can be computed using
The internal energy U for state i is computed as the thermodynamic average from constrained molecular dynamics:
where H ξ * is the Hamiltonian of the constrained system and Z is defined in equation (2) . Activation entropy profiles calculated using equation (4) are shown in figure 7 (bottom) . Interestingly, the shape of both entropy profiles is similar. On both profiles, two different regions can be recognized: (i) first a region of a slow decrease in entropy, corresponding to the translation of the functional group towards the Brønsted acid site, followed (ii) by a region with rapidly decreasing entropy corresponding to the actual chemical reaction-bond breaking and re-formation. Evidently, the change of entropy in region (ii) is similar for both reactions, most of the difference in S comes from region (i). The explanation for this result is simple and intuitive: while the three terminal CH 3 groups approach the proton without significant sterical restriction, the central CH group of the molecule is 'shielded' by the terminal CH 3 groups and can interact efficiently with the Brønsted acid site only if the molecule is oriented parallel to the wall of the zeolite such that repulsive interactions between the framework and the CH 3 groups are avoided. This effect drastically decreases the probability of a proton exchange between the acid site and the methine group. In fact, indications for this effect are already seen in straightforward molecular dynamics-visual inspection of the plots in figure 4 reveals that the frequency with which the methine group forms adsorption complexes (r C···H < 2.7Å) is significantly lower than that for the methyl group.
Monomolecular cracking
Monomolecular cracking of an alkane [44] is a simple reaction allowing one to study the activation of C-C bonds in acidic zeolites. The scheme for the reaction mechanism is shown in figure 5 (b). Monomolecular cracking [44] is active only at Figure 8 . Propane adsorbed at a Brønsted acid site. In addition to interatomic distances r OH and r C(1)-C(2) , 'coordination numbers' for carbon atoms C(1) and C(2) with respect to all hydrogen atoms except those attached to carbon C(3) have been used to describe the reaction coordinate for the monomolecular cracking of propane.
a low partial pressure of the reactant and, more importantly, at high reaction temperature (T = ∼800 K). In this section we focus on propane cracking catalyzed by acidic chabazite. The activation energy computed using the static approach is 202 kJ mol −1 . For a typical experimental temperature T = 800 K, harmonic transition state theory predicts a rather small positive entropy of activation (i.e. entropy increases from the reactant to transition state), T S ‡ = 15 kJ mol −1 . This result is larger but comparable to T S ‡ = 5 kJ mol −1 obtained at the same level of theory by Zygmunt et al [12] for ethane cracking at 773 K.
As we have seen in section 4, a significant contribution to the activation entropy is due to the restrictions imposed to hindered translations and rotations as the reaction proceeds (see the bottom part of figure 7) . Unfortunately, these soft degrees of freedom are not correctly described in a harmonic approximation. We have determined the entropic contribution to the free-energy reaction barrier for propane cracking at T = 800 K using the thermodynamic integration technique. The reaction path has been characterized by a set of four parameters-two interatomic distances (r OH , and r C1-C2 , see figure 8 ) and two 'coordination numbers' 'cn(C(1)), and cn(C(2))' defined as:
where the summation is over all hydrogen atoms except those attached to the inactive carbon atom C(3), see figure 8 , and R 0 is a constant set to value of 1.3Å. The parameters for the constrained molecular dynamics simulations were the same as for proton exchange. Figure 9 shows the computed freeenergy profile along the reaction coordinate, the free-energy at the transition state is decomposed into contributions from the change in internal energy and entropy. The activation entropy computed as described in section 4 is T S ‡ = −63 kJ mol −1 -i.e. at the transition state the entropy of the complex is lower than in the reactant state. As discussed above, alkanes are only weakly physisorbed at a Brønsted site, at the high temperatures required for a cracking reaction the molecules can move rather freely in the zeolite cavity. Hence in the reactant state, the entropy is rather high. In the transition state, a pentavalent positively charged carbonium cation is formed and its interaction with the negatively charged zeolite framework is dominated by Coulomb interactions. The binding of the carbonium cation to the zeolite is much stronger than between the neutral alkane and the acid site. Consequently, translational and rotational movements of the cation are more restricted, leading to a loss of entropy compared to the initial physisorbed state. Once again, this result is both qualitatively and quantitatively different from the prediction based on harmonic transition state theory.
Alkane dehydrogenation
In an alkane dehydrogenation reaction, one of the hydrogen atoms of the alkane reacts with the acidic proton to create a hydrogen molecule. Based on ab initio DFT calculations using small finite clusters to represent the zeolite [45, 7, 9, 10, 13, 46] , it was concluded that the carbenium cation created by the proton transfer to the alkane is stabilized by forming a C-O bond with an 'activated' framework oxygen close to the Al(Si) substitution site (see figure 5(c) ). It was claimed that the need to stabilize the carbenium cation arises from the fact that it is not a potentialenergy minimum.
In our recent study [22] we have investigated a large ensemble of reactive trajectories for propane dehydrogenation catalyzed by acidic chabazite by means of transition-path sampling (TPS) [20] . The initial trajectories were generated as described in section 2.4. Reactant (propane adsorbed in H-CHA) and product (a H 2 molecule + any possible reaction product) were discriminated by a reaction coordinate defined as a sum over the coordination numbers of all carbon atoms by hydrogen, Figure 10 . Several snapshots from the intrinsic reaction coordinate for dehydrogenation of propane at a cluster representing the Brønsted acid site in zeolite: potential-energy minimum, propane is physisorbed at the Brønsted acid site (a), propane gets closer to the proton (b), the proton is shifted to the hydride on propane, O-H and C-H bonds are broken and a carbenium cation and hydrogen molecule are formed (c), the carbenium cation is attached to framework oxygen to form the alkoxy species (d).
where summations are over all carbon (n C ) and all hydrogen (n H ) atoms (excluding H atoms used to terminate tetrahedral atoms in the cluster model) present in the system, r is an interatomic distance, and R 0 is a constant set to a value of 1.3Å. In effect, the quantity φ measures the number of C-H bonds in the hydrocarbon. In some cases, reaction trajectories passed over transition states but no stable products were formed. In these cases, the trajectories were followed further in time until a stable product was created. First, we performed calculations based on the same small cluster model that had been used in previous computational studies [45, 7, 9, 10, 13, 46] , see figure 10 . Altogether 1500 trial moves have been performed to generate over 500 different reactive trajectories for the dehydrogenation of a methyl group. All reactive trajectories yield the same product as the mechanism shown in figure 5(c)-primary alkoxy species. However, entropy was found to have a very subtle effect on the reaction mechanism. Whereas in the mechanism identified using the static approach ( figure 10 ) the H 2 molecule is formed at the same time as the O-H bond is broken, the two processes do not occur simultaneously on the dynamical trajectories generated by TPS ( figure 11 ). In contrast, the proton is shifted to a terminal carbon rather than to a hydrogen atom in the methyl group and a carbonium cation is created as shown in figure 11(c) . Furthermore, a carbenium cation created by disproportionation of the carbonium and formation of a H 2 molecule ( figure 11(d) ) does not bind immediately to a framework oxygen atom, but instead it spends some time (typically a few tens of femtosecond) in a physisorbed state.
This entropy effect leading to a stabilization of the propyl cation becomes even more pronounced when a more realistic periodic structural model is used to represent the acidic zeolite. In the periodic model of acidic chabazite (see section 2.5), we find a much more complex scenario for the propane dehydrogenation reaction. In fact, a propyl cation is found to be a rather long living species (in terms of simulation time), in some cases we had to integrate the trajectories for more than 5 ps until formation of a stable product was observed. The cation can move through the cavity, rotate or even undergo internal rearrangements before collapsing to a stable product. We have identified the following reaction scenarios:
(i) Formation of propene and a Brønsted acid site after proton transfer from a primary propyl cation to a framework O atom. (ii) Formation of a n-alkoxy species-a primary propyl cation is chemisorbed to the zeolite framework. This reaction mechanism is similar to that identified using TPS simulations with the cluster model. (iii) Formation of cyclopropane and a Brønsted acid sitethe primary propyl cation is rearranged to form an energetically more favourable cyclopropyl cation which is further stabilized by proton transfer to a framework oxygen. (iv) Formation of a n-alkoxy species via a cyclopropyl intermediate. In this case, the cyclopropyl cation created from the primary cation forms a bond to a framework O atom via a C atom, and one of the C-C bonds is broken. After performing ∼1200 TPS steps, the reaction switched to a different reaction mode in which an isopropyl cation was created by dehydrogenation of the central methylene Figure 11 . Several snapshots from a typical reactive trajectory for dehydrogenation of propane at a cluster representing the Brønsted acid site in zeolite generated using transition-path sampling: propane is physisorbed at the Brønsted acid site (a), the proton jumps to a carbon atom (b), carbonium cation (c), formation of a hydrogen molecule and carbenium cation (d), alkoxy species (e).
group. For this reaction mode we have identified the following scenarios:
(i) Formation of propene and a Brønsted acid site.
(ii) Formation of an s-alkoxy species. Figure 12 shows all the reaction mechanisms identified in our TPS study. The vast majority of the reactive trajectories (over 80%) lead to the formation of propene-the only product that is directly observed in propane dehydrogenation experiments [1, 6] . The reaction mechanism that seemed to be simple on the basis of a static potential-energy analysis turned out to be quite complex once the dynamical behaviour of the system was taken into account.
Conclusions
We have used free-energy integration techniques and transition-path sampling to investigate the importance of entropy effects in hydrocarbon conversion reactions. We have shown that the regioselectivity of proton exchange between the methyl and methine groups of isobutane observed in experiments [3, 5] cannot be understood on the basis of usual potential-energy analysis alone. The most important reason for the failure of the static approach is the presence of soft anharmonic degrees of freedom such as hindered rotations and translations of the butane molecule in the zeolite. Moreover, the adsorption complex between isobutane and a Brønsted acid site identified by a minimization of the potential energy is found to be unstable at the experimental temperatures. Therefore it can not be considered a proper representation of the reactant state. Adsorption complexes are formed only with a certain probability that is different for different functional groups in an alkane. In isobutane, the central methine group is shielded by the three terminal methyl groups and thus the formation of an adsorption complex binding to the acid site through the methine group requires very specific orientation of the isobutane relative to the inner wall of the cavity of the zeolite. Methyl groups, on the other hand, can form adsorption complexes without significant sterical restrictions. We have shown that this entropy effect is the decisive factor leading to a strong preference for proton exchange via methyl groups.
The entropy contribution (T S ‡ ) to the free-energy barrier for monomolecular cracking of propane calculated using the harmonic transition state theory is +15 kJ mol −1 . The more accurate free-energy integrations using the BlueMoon ensemble lead to an entirely different result-a large negative entropy of activation of T S ‡ = −63 kJ mol −1 . A loss of entropy compared to the initial state of a physisorbed alkane is not surprising: the interaction between the positively charged carbonium cation and the negatively charged zeolite framework created at the transition state constraints the thermal movements much more than the weak interaction of the neutral alkane with the Brønsted site in the reactant state.
Transition-path sampling has been used to explore different possible reaction mechanisms for the dehydrogenation of propane. We have found that including dynamical effects increases the complexity of the reaction scenario. As a consequence of a partial stabilization of different forms of propyl cations (in particular isopropyl and cyclopropyl) by entropy effects many competing reaction mechanisms for propane dehydrogenation are possible. We suppose that all reaction mechanisms that we have identified are active under realistic experimental conditions, but they occur with vastly different probabilities. The dominant reaction mechanism yields propene as product. On the other hand, alkoxy formation-the only reaction mechanism considered in previous theoretical studies [45, 7, 9, 10, 13, 46] -has rather low statistical weight (<10%) in the ensemble of reactive trajectories.
In summary, we have shown that the static approach, corrected for dynamical effects within harmonic transition state theory, is insufficient for describing reactions including weakly bound adsorption complexes such as hydrocarbon conversion reactions. The most important reasons for this failure are the following: (i) an adsorption complex identified by static total-energy minimization is not a proper representation of the reactant state. Hence the work needed to create an adsorption complex represents in some cases an important contribution to the free-energy barrier. This contribution is not taken into account in harmonic transition theory, which is based on the analysis of the energy surface in the vicinity of stationary points only. (ii) The static approach does not account for reaction intermediates which are not potential-energy minima, hence it does not allow for changes in the reaction mechanism induced by thermal fluctuations.
Finally, we wish to comment on the possible role of van der Waals interactions on the hydrocarbon conversion reaction. It is well known that the standard GGA functionals do not account correctly for van der Waals interactions between alkanes and zeolite. From this reason, the GGA functionals significantly underestimate adsorption energies for alkanes in acidic zeolites [47, 21] . The specific interaction between an alkane and proton, which ranges between 8 and 14 kJ mol −1 depending on particular zeolite structure [41] [42] [43] , that is certainly the most important for the acid-catalyzed alkane transformation is described correctly by the PW91 functional [47] . In order to estimate the possible role of van der Waals interactions in the propane dehydrogenation reaction, we have used the DFT + D approach proposed by Grimme [48] in which the dispersion interactions are described via a pairwise force field. Despite its simplicity, the DFT+D approach improves structural parameters and binding energies for systems in which the van der Waals interactions play a dominant role [49, 50] . In our recent work [22] we have shown that the dispersion interactions decrease potentialenergy barriers by ∼5% for dehydrogenation of methyl and methylene groups of propane but more importantly, they do not affect the reaction mechanism (as proven by IRC analysis). Furthermore, we have performed TPS simulations with the Grimme's correction and found a distribution of reactive trajectories that was very similar to that obtained in simulations performed with standard PW91 functional (see [22] for more details). Only a modest effect of van der Waals interactions on the reaction barrier is expected also for proton exchange and monomolecular cracking catalyzed by acidic chabazite. The role van der Waals interactions in hydrocarbon interactions requires, however, detailed analysis and will be the subject of our further work.
